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Thunderobot H31 Headphones (Black)
The Thunderobot H31 are wired gaming headphones with a microphone, featuring 50mm speakers that deliver fantastic surround sound,
ensuring you'll  always hear the enemy’s footsteps and manage to outsmart them. The built-in microphone, high sensitivity,  and noise
reduction feature ensure smooth and successive communication with your team. 
 
Customize the Sound to Your Preferences 
Thanks  to  the  manufacturer's  software,  you  can  tailor  the  headphones'  sound  according  to  your  taste.  Equalizer  (EQ)  settings,  sound
effects, and microphone settings are available for you to adjust as you wish. The 50mm speakers, with a frequency response of 20 Hz -
20 kHz, will ensure that your immersion into the presented world is exceptionally smooth. Fantastic 7.1 surround sound is within reach. 
 
Fantastic Light Effects 
The Thunderbot H31 features unique "breathing" lighting, causing the headphones to pulse with RGB colors, adding atmosphere to your
nighttime gameplay and victories! 
 
Ergonomic Design 
The  headphones  boast  a  robust,  ergonomic  design  made  from  high-quality  materials  that  ensure  durability  while  maintaining  the
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flexibility necessary to provide user comfort. The headband of the headphones automatically adjusts to the size of the head. Breathable,
comfortable eco-leather ear cushions perfectly isolate the environment, resting comfortably on the ears. 
 
Package Contents 
Headphones 
Instruction Manual
	Manufacturer	
	Thunderobot
	Model	
	H31
	Weight	
	416 g
	Headphone frequency range	
	20 Hz - 20kHz
	Impedance
	32 +/- 10%
	Diameter of transducers
	50 mm
	Microphone sensitivity	
	-42 +/- 3 dB
	Microphone frequency range	
	20 Hz - 16 kHz
	Headphone lighting effect	
	Multi-color backlighting
	Cable length
	2,2 m
Note: The translation provided maintains HTML tags and provides an English version while preserving the original structure of the text.
Always ensure to check translated materials for any necessary adjustments and refinements in context or terminology.

Price:

Before: € 25.0059

Now: € 24.00
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